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Background and Purpose

Model-Based Analysis of F0 Contours
Command-Response Model for Mandarin

Speech Data

Surface Analysis of Time-Normalized F0 Contours

Conclusions

Technologies on emotional speech synthesis and automatic 
recognition of emotions have progressed steadily by the aid of 
data-driven statistical methods, without having attained a clear 
picture of the acoustic characteristics of vocal emotions.

Such basic questions as to how a given emotion is expressed 
still need to be answered, not only from scientific considerations 
but also for a further improvement of the practical technologies.

Rather few studies on prosodic characteristics of vocal 
emotions in tone languages

lexical tones constrains the manipulation of F0 in emotional speech
the attributes specific to tone languages need more investigation 

Previous reports on F0 characteristics of emotional speech

Many important F0 phenomena have not been studied
e.g., how lexical tone patterns and sentential F0 declination vary 

with vocal emotions.

Most previous works inspect surface F0 features such as 
onset/offset/peak/valley/mean F0 values, slope of F0 curve, or 
range of F0 values in a target syllable.

Limitations: confounding; phenomenological; vulnerable

For emotional speech synthesis, a quantitative model giving a 
parametric representation of F0 contours is needed.

Purpose: investigate quantitatively F0 characteristics of 
Mandarin speech in four basic emotions (anger, fear, joy, and 
sadness) and in neutral reading. Two approaches are compared:

surface features analysis from time-normalized F0 contours
analysis-by-synthesis of time-intact F0 contours based on 

the command-response model

Model-based analysis-by-synthesis of F0 contours
Tone commands

in neutral read speech: each syllable should basically comply 
with the inherent command pattern for the particular tone type.

in emotional speech: much more variation, but generally,
the polarity of a tone command is rarely reversed.
stressed syllables preserve tone command patterns better.

Phrase commands
largely aligned with major syntactic boundaries
can be determined by comparison of syllabic F0 patterns and the 

canonical form of tones, by comparison of F0 patterns in adjacent 
tones, and also with the aid of prosodic perception.

only assigned when necessary and linguistically meaningful Sentential F0 declination:  the magnitude ranks as follows: 
anger > joy > neutral > fear > sadness, which also indicates 
active emotions > neutral > passive emotions.

Preservation of lexical tones
F0 patterns in continuous speech differ from canonical form of 

tones in isolated syllables – hypo-speech and hyper-speech
A perceptual test of individual tones in emotional speech

Compared with neutral reading, the proportions of identifiable 
tones decrease significantly in emotional speech, especially in 
passive emotions (fear and sadness).

Contour tones T2/T4 are less preserved than level tones T1/T3. Surface feature analysis:
anger/fear/joy – globally higher F0

sentential F0 declination and F0 range:   anger > joy > fear
neutral/sadness – globally lower F0

sentential F0 declination and F0 range:   neutral > sadness
Lexical tones in emotional speech (especially in passive 

emotions) are less preserved than in neutral speech.
Model-based analysis: the command-response model is applied 

successfully to F0 contours of emotional speech of Mandarin, 
though tone command patterns show greater variation. Those 
surface F0 features can be explained better by the model.

Global F0 level the baseline frequency
Sentential F0 declination the number as well as the 

magnitudes of phrase commands
Local F0 variation the amplitude and duration of tone 

commands, which vary with word position or sentence stress.
With a set of quantitative parameters characterizing different 

vocal emotions, the model-based approach can be used for F0
generation in emotional speech synthesis.

Methodology: controlled experiment (the same text, but 
uttered in different emotions)

Speech corpus
10 short declarative/wh-question sentences (inherently a declining 

intonation), not literally associated with any specific emotion but can 
be put in different contexts to induce various emotions.

Uttered in five basic emotions
anger and joy:  active emotions
fear and sadness:  passive emotions
neutral

A designed prompt context to help induce the required emotion
for the sentence: “Ju1 ran2 hui4 fa1 sheng1 zhe4 zhong3 shi4”

(Unexpectedly this thing happened), a prompt story that 
apparently causes anger, fear, joy, and sadness was described 
to the speaker respectively before his/her recording.

Two informants; three repetitions for each utterance.

Data processing
Preprocessing (smoothing, interpolation) of F0 contours
Average syllable-based time-normalized F0 contours
Model-based analysis-by-synthesis

context-dependentvariableneutralT0
positive to negative51fallingT4

negative21(4)lowT3
negative to positive25risingT2

positive55highT1
Command patternTone codePitch featureTone type

Table 1: Summary of F0 features for emotional speech in literature,
[1] for English and [2, 3] for Mandarin

wider rangehigherhigherhigherStressed in contrast to 
unstressed words

slightly 
narrowerwiderslightly 

widerwidestRange

slightly lowerhigherhigherhighestAverage
Zhang      

et al., 2006
[3]

smalllargesmalllargeFluctuation
of top-line

lowhighhighhighHeightYuan
et al., 2002

[2]

downward smooth 
upwardnormalabrupt on 

stressedInflection

slightly 
narrowermuch widermuch widermuch widerRange
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Table 2. Mandarin tone system.

Figure 2: Average time-normalized continuous F0 contours of the utterances in five emotions.
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You3     ren2     jin4       lai0    guo4
(b)

Zen3    me0      hui4     zhe4   yang4
(a)

Zhen1 mei2 xiang3 dao4  ni3   hui4   zhe4 yang4
(c)

Zhe4  li3   bian4 de0  yue4  lai2  yue4  re4  le0
(d)

Ju1   ran2   hui4   fa1 sheng1 zhe4 zhong3 shi4
(e)

Average statistics of model parameters
Baseline frequency Fb:   (anger, fear, joy) > (neutral, sadness)
Number of phrase commands:   (neutral, sadness) > fear > joy > 

anger
Magnitudes of phrase commands:   sadness < others.
Number of tone commands:   (anger > joy > fear > neutral) > 

sadness
Absolute amplitudes of tone commands: anger > joy > fear > 

neutral > sadness
Duration of tone commands: (sadness, neutral) > (anger, joy, fear) 

Different magnitudes of sentential F0 declination can be mainly 
explained by the number and magnitudes of phrase commands.

Differences in tone command parameters are not homogenous
in the utterance – they vary with word position, and certain local 
characteristics may be more important in characterizing emotions.

e.g., in the utterance-final syllables carrying sentence stress:
fear gives significantly higher tone commands than joy.
anger, fear, and joy give longer tone commands than neutral, 

due to a larger local F0 variation.

neutral
anger
fear
joy
sadness

Table 3: The ratios of utterance-final F0 to utterance-initial F0, 
approximately indicating sentential F0 declination

0.780.550.720.470.61Average
0.780.510.670.390.55(e)
0.690.440.640.330.53(d)
0.710.470.650.420.56(c)
0.870.650.760.670.76(b)
0.830.730.890.650.69(a)

SadnessJoyFearAngerNeutral

Table 4: The percentages of correctly identified lexical tones when lifted 
out of continuous speech (%)

584368436275All
523557375971T4
8150944467100T3
30334283333T2
9575100100100100T1

AverageSadnessJoyFearAngerNeutral

Table 5: Average model parameters for F0 contours of emotional speech

0.100.070.060.080.10Dur. of tone cmd. [s]
0.230.390.370.540.35Abs. amp. of tone cmd.
5.507.176.837.426.58Num. of tone cmd.
0.430.490.490.520.49Utterance-initial Ap

2.251.421.751.082.33Num. of phrase cmd.
160220220220160Fb [Hz]

SadnessJoyFearAngerNeutralParameters

Hierarchical model – superposition of local & global components
Successfully applied to F0 of read speech of many languages
Question: is it effective for F0 contours of emotional speech?

Surface observations
Overall F0 level:  anger/fear/joy > sadness/neutral    (two clusters)
Anger shows the widest F0 range, and usually gives the highest 

sentential maximum F0.
Within the higher cluster, fear shows the narrowest F0 range.
Sadness shows both lowest F0 value and narrowest F0 range.
Fear and sadness (both passive) show flatter F0 contours than 

other emotions; they two differ mainly in F0 height.
Fear and joy compose a pair that is the most difficult to distinguish 

– the major distinction is that fear shows a flatter F0 contour, i.e. 
giving a narrower F0 range than joy.

(b) Anger (c) Fear

(d) Joy
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Figure 3: Analysis-by-synthesis of F0 contours of the utterances in five different emotions.

(a) Neutral

(e) Sadness


